
 
 

 

Social media have revolutionized the way people communicate and interact, 
encouraging them to share experiences wherever and whenever they choose. 
So, wouldn’t it great be if you could apply social technologies to the world of work, 
creating a better, more intuitive way to collaborate, share and communicate? 

Now you can, thanks to everis TŌGŌ. Based on Microsoft 365, it brings together 
tools, content, channels and employees into a digital workplace that is dynamic and 
social, but also secure and compliant. 

Teamwork, communications, insights, talent, expertise…
Everything comes together in everis TŌGŌ.

Where everything 
comes together

A social digital workplace
by everis



What is everis TŌGŌ?
Designed to improve the employee experience, everis TŌGŌ enables the user to 
share contents in a social way, collaborate effectively on top of Microsoft Teams and 
increase productivity while ensuring compliance and contents governance.

Value Proposition
Creating Value For Your 
Organization
Saving just a few minutes of time 
each month on the tasks that users 
perform every day adds up to 
significant productivity gains across 
a large organization. By adopting 
everis TŌGŌ, your organization 
can not just boost productivity but 
also surface hidden talent and drive 
innovation wherever and whenever 
your employees choose to work, as 
everis TŌGŌ is designed for today’s 
liquid workplaces. 

Creating Value For Your 
IT Department
By extending the use of familiar 
Microsoft technologies such as 
Office 365 and Teams, everis TŌGŌ 
reduces the costs associated with 
maintaining different platforms, 
and can increase the adoption of 
Microsoft 365 tools between 20% 
and 40%. It avoids the security 
and compliance risks of consumer 
technologies, is 100% cloud-based 
and fully aligned with the Microsoft 
technology roadmap, so minimizing 
IT support issues. 

Creating Value For Your 
Employees
People love to share experiences 
and communicate, as shown by the 
popularity of social media and mobile 
apps. everis TŌGŌ fosters employee 
branding by creating an intuitive 
framework for sharing content and 
improving collaboration using familiar 
social metaphors, so encouraging your 
employees to be more spontaneous 
and create more value from their 
workplace interactions and the  
content they share.

TŌGŌ can save each employee an 
average of 2 hours a month, increase 
Office 365 adoption by 40% and 
improve internal communications 
by extending the reach of promoted 
content to more than 80% of your 
employees.



Benefits
Improve User Productivity Increase 
enterprise-wide adoption and make it easier for 
employees to engage with others and focus on 
the tasks that need their attention. Reduce the 
training burden and empower your users to be more 
productive, more quickly. 

Boost Collaboration Promote greater 
collaboration in your organization by allowing 
employees to create and actively participate in 
communities and workgroups using Microsoft 
TEAMS and social sharing metaphors – comments, 
tags and likes – familiar from the world outside work. 

Create a Compelling Experience 
Create deeper engagement and promote personal 
branding by encouraging your employees 
to promote their skills and experiences on 
everis TŌGŌ. That helps employees advance 
professionally and allows HR departments to 
surface skills and talent.  

Customize and Extend No two 
companies are alike, and neither are their working 
culture. Extend the capabilities of everis TŌGŌ by 
integrating other digital workplace solutions and 
empower your users to tailor the topics they see on 
their home page based on their preferences and 
needsTrack your user engagement Designed 

for corporate use, everis TŌGŌ overcomes the 
compliance and security headaches associate with 
consumer technologies, while its management tools 
help HR and IT functions improve engagement by 
measuring KPIs, identifying trending topics, and so on. 

An uncluttered and intuitive 
design that makes it easy 
the user to navigate the main 
content of your digital workplace.
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My Assistant provides easy 
access to tools to share content 
with their communities or using 
Microsoft Teams. 
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Main Features

02 Corporate News gathers all 
global company topics relevant 
for everyone.

03 The News For You area 
shows the latest news tailored 
according to each user’s profile 
and interests.

04 The Documents For You area 
provides quick access to the 
most relevant documents shared 
with users in their communities 
or via Microsoft Teams.

05 The Activity Center allows users 
to instantly see when content they 
are following gets updated. 
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Foster Internal 
Communication  
A brand new concept of 
intranet where sharing and 
stay informer. A Portal for Employee 

Services  
A simple way ask and track a 
full catalog of services for your 
employees

Enhanced Collaboration  
A powerful collaboration 
network on top of Office 365 
and Microsoft Teams

TOGO  
Business Cases



Why everis? 
As a member of the NTT DATA group, everis 
is recognized as a Global System Integrator 
by Microsoft and a Microsoft Gold Cloud 
Partner.

This strategic relationship ensures that 
everis TŌGŌ is and will continue to be fully 
aligned with the Microsoft 365 roadmap, 
while our partnerships with other key vendors 
in areas such as workflow and business 
process management mean we can expand 
and extend everis TŌGŌ to meet more 
specialized needs if required. 

The everis Difference
We invest in technology to get results but we believe in people to realize dreams. everis is inspired 
by talent and we firmly believe in the ongoing development of this most valuable asset, our people. 
everis is part of NTT DATA, which is ranked as one of the two fastest growing and the eighth most 
valuable brand among the world’s leading IT service providers according to Brand Finance.

Our team of professionals skilled in Microsoft 
technologies have considerable experience 
in designing and successfully delivering end-
to-end projects at scale for customers. 

TŌGŌ is offered by everis Syntphony, 
the platform for orchestrating product 
innovation and commercialization within 
everis.  Syntphony leverages the talent and 
knowledge of everis professionals and our 
experience in delivering integrated, solutions 
that maximize the synergies of the products 
and technologies.

Amadeus, which operates one of the leading global 
distribution systems for travel agents and has 10,000 
people in 123 countries, chose everis TŌGŌ to 
create a digital workplace environment to enable 
sharing of communications, content and applications 
across more than 300 groups of employees.

Amadeus users access their Digital workplace 
environment to be updated about any 
communications, search, find communities or access 
applications inside and outside Microsoft 365.



everis Syntphony is everis’ product strategy.
Our goal is to orchestrate the synergies and transform them into a harmonious solution for our clients 
and partners. The talent and global business knowledge of the everis team and its experience in the 
integration of end-to-end solutions,come together in the Syntphony platform. Along with third-party 

solutions and alliances, we create innovative products that reach their full potential when combined. 
The perfect music for each listener. 

Benefits
Experts in technology and industry 
knowledge
Our knowledge and experience have been focused on 
creating innovative products which foresee future needs, 
under the baton of the best conductors.

Better time to market 
The readiness of our products along with everis’ platform-
driven integration and orchestration, allow optimal 
implementation rhythm. 

Global reach
At Syntphony, we seek to achieve the same global vision 
that everis, as an NTT DATA group company, applies to 
the rest of its services. We can adapt to many different 
keys.

Synergies and maximum cost efficiency 
The centralized management of products inside 
Synthphony creates synergies and allow us to combine 
them optimally like notes in a chord, so maximising 
performance and minimizing costs for our clients.

Excellence
We aim to excel in all aspects of product practice, 
from ideation and construction, to all the fields of 
commercialization: security, resilience, scalability, 
regulations, certificates, roadmaps… We seek harmony 
within the ecosystem.

everis: integrator and service provider
everis’ expertise in technological consulting simplifies 
the integration of its own products, as well as offering 
complimentary support service for levels 1 and 2, to make 
our song richer and better. 

www.syntphony.com 

The Syntphony platform products have the ability to integrate and create synergies with each other, providing efficient 
solutions, in tune with business needs.

Ecosystem

Cross solutions

Alliances and partners

Resellers and integrators

banking

insurance

health retail

utilities

public sector

telecom




